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Gordon makes an interesting find on the beach, but...what will he do with it?In this chapter of the
Dark Teesside series, the events unfold in Redcar...Introducing Redcar Collector, a dark short
story by award winning author Glenn McGoldrick.
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txdoc, “Intriguingly macabre.... As is usual for this author, a haunting impression is made with
only a few pages of story. A walk on the beach takes a macabre turn for the main character but
that only sets the stage for a more troubling conclusion to this dark short story. Another classic
dark Teesside short story.”

Glynn Young, “A dark take - and be careful with what you find on the beach. Glenn McGoldrick’s
“Redcar Collector” is a dark tale about an unemployed man, downsized from his job, who’s
having trouble finding a job. He’s walking along the beach when he finds a severed foot. His
grown son advises him to tell the police, but he was ridiculed by the police before and wants no
part of that. He decides to do something else.”

Dan Way, “Kool book. A very surprising ending, strongly recommend reading this here author. I
stumbled across him and read this short story and was very impressed.”

Old Bob, “Leaves you hanging!. Not as good as his last story, but interesting enough that I want
to read more! He has a way with words, for sure!”

Jerri, “Redcar Collector: A Dark Teesside. I received this short story from the author. It’s 14
pages long. It’s a dark intriguing story. It will leave the reader wanting answers.”

William S. Lis, “Good/short read. This is not the type of material that I would read, however, it is
so different that the author has me waiting for his next offering!”

Richard Latham, “A compelling read.. This is a short story from a couple of years ago.It perhaps
shows something of how this author has progressed into his leaning for dark short stories.You
worry about Gordon relating this story and in equal measure for author Glenn.Bizarre, weird,
strange and deeply disturbing. Gordon appears both a typical unemployed, separated family
man but with underlying social issues. Loner, preferring his own company, limited social
interactions. Suspicious of the police and autistic in some of his behaviours.A watcher rather
than a participant. A collector and introverted loner rather than a gregarious participant in joint
enterprises or shared experiences.The magic of this author is I get this from these few pages but
I still don’t know what he’ll do with the foot he has found and secreted into his garden shed.”

carolann edermaniger, “Nice & gruesome!!. Great, gruesome, short story!! What would you
do??!! Brilliant read!!”

John P., “Great read.. Brilliant storytelling.”



Paul Youngman, “Local thriller.. A great thriller. Full of suspense. A good quick read that leaves
you wanting more. Well done. Look forward to reading more”

The book by Glenn McGoldrick has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 23 people have provided feedback.
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